North Carolina State Utzizxmity, B0.u 7914, Raleigh, NC 27695-7914 We derive the learning theory recently reported by Tishby, Levin, and Solla (TLS) directly from the principle of maximum entropy instead of statistical mechanics. The theory generally applies to any problem of modeling data. We analyze an elementary example for which we find the predictions consistent with intuition and conventional statistical results and we numerically examine the more realistic problem of training a competitive net to learn a one-dimensional probability density from samples. The TLS theory is useful for predicting average training behavior.
Introduction
A statistical theory that describes the learning of a relation from examples was reported in Tishby et d. (1989) . It built on earlier work in Schwartz et al. (1990) and has been carefully restated in Levin et al. (1990) . In that literature, statistical mechanics was used to relate the probability of independent input-output data pairs to a layered neural network.
In this report we will show that the TLS theory can be understood without statistical mechanics, that the form of the data need not be limited to input-output pairs, and that the restriction to layered neural networks can be relaxed to include any model with adjustable parameters.
Maximum Entropy and Modeling
In this section we will show that a TLS theory can be constructed for any problem in which parameters of a model are chosen to fit data. Consider a problem in which data {x~}::'' drawn from an unknown density p(x) are to be fitted with some model by adjusting parameters w to minimize an additive error function during a training procedure. In the case of training a layered feedforward net, the data are input-output pairs; the parameters w are the usual weights and biases; the error function and training procedure might be squared error and backpropagation. However the theory is much more general. In later sections, we will apply it to the simplest case of linear regression and to the case of learning a one-dimensional probability density.
Except for the case of linear regression, there is little theoretical guidance for identifying when data are sufficient to determine the model.
Often the total set of available data { x l }~=~ is divided into a training set {xl};zy and a remaining test set. The model is trained to a specified error f T on {xl};:y and then tested against the remaining data. In principle this procedure could be repeated for randomly selected test sets and initial values and the average results could be tabulated as functions of 7r1 and f T . Implicit in this hypothetical exercise is an average density ( $ " ' ) ( z L~) ) , of nets trained to an error ET on m examples. The true (p['")(zu) ), would be difficult to calculate in general, mostly because it involves the details of the training procedure. However, the end result of training may depend more on the form of the model, the amount of the data, the noise in the data, and the training error E T , than on the details of the training procedure. In that case, the maximum entropy density ( p ( ' " ) ( w ) ) , resembles ($'")(w)), and might be used to predict training behavior and generalization.
The principle of maxiinurn etitropy is a general inference tool that produces probabilities characterized by certain average values of specified functions (Jaynes 1979) . It is a generalization of the development of statistical mechanics and thermal physics that restrict their averages to physical quantities such as energy, number of particles, or volume. To the extent that entropy measures information, a maximum entropy estimate contains only the information implied by those average values and makes no other assumptions (e.g., about the training procedure). It is useful to also incorporate a prior estimate p(O)(w) of $ " ' ) ( z u ) by considering the entropy of P'"')(w) relative to ~I [ ' ) ( Z U ) (2.1)
In our practice so little is known about $"')(zu) that / J (~) ( W ) is chosen merely as a restriction to reasonable portions of w space. For example, in backpropagation it is unreasonable to expect the weights as large as O(lOh) and perhaps O(1) is a little too small. In any case the first test of this theory must be for sensitivity to p ( O ) ( z u ) .
In the maximum entropy sense, the density p('n)(w) that contains the least information beyond p ( O ) (70) but is nevertheless a normalized density with integral
and with specific average training error where , j has been left, but exp(1 -( I ) has been evaluated in terms of the more conventional normalixttion that depends on the particular set of examples as well as their number. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 are related to the classical statistical mechanics Maxwell-Boltzmann particles. Equation 2.6 is the partition function that normalizes Equation 2.5 which becomes the familiar Boltzmann probability Z exp( -c / T ) when restricted to a single particle ( 1 1 1 = 1 ), with no internal structure ( F independent of x ) in thermal equilibrium at teniperature T = l / , j in a uniform density of states. Equilibrium statistical mechanics derives directly from the principle of maximum entropy: The Boltzmann distribution maximizes the entropy of particles constrained to have a specified average energy (with corresponding Lagrange multiplier 1 /T or inverse temperature). When the system in question can exchange particles as well as energy with its environment, but has a specified average number of particles, the resulting maximum entropy distribution involves the Lagrange multiplier or chemical potential. When the volume of the system fluctuates around a specified average volume a similar argument results in the definition of an associated Lagrange multiplier p or pressure.
Equation 2.5 is also significant for learning theory. It is an estimate of the probability density of models of the form (i.e., architecture for a neural net) defined by the functional relation between w and s in c (x. 71') after being trained from random initial values of ZLJ to an average error (equation 2.3) on the particular data set {xl}::y'. However, equation 2.5 is still not useful a s a predictor of average training behavior because it does depend on the particular examples in the set {x,}:';". To remove that effect, we average equation 2.5 over all possible 111 examples Equation 2.7 can be used to define a performance criterion, the average prediction fraction
which is the fraction of models distributed according to ~b"')(w) that has an error function c within about 1//j of the next unseen example x , ,~+~ on average.
Equations 2.7 and 2.8 are inconvenient to evaluate exactly because of the Z('") term of equation 2.6 in their denominators. TLS propose an "annealed approximation," which in the present context is equivalent to replacing Z(In) in equation 2.7 by its average over ways of choosing
w) (2.9) I r=l I which can be written We will show that equation 2.12 is well suited for theoretical analysis and is also convenient in practical numerical calculations for small problems. This is because it is easy to produce Monte Carlo estimates for the averages over the { x l }~~T by using the entire set of available data {xl}:=f".
Relation to TLS.
In this subsection we will show that under the assumptions of Tishby, Levin, and Solla, our average predition fraction is proportional to their average prediction probability (APE') ((p'")))
normalizes the probability density for the conditional probability
which TLS use to describe the behavior of a single certain net w. Equation 2.15 can itself be obtained from a maximum entropy argument in x space but we will not do so here.
Now z is a function of ,j but is assumed in TLS to be independent of w.
TLS show this to be rigorously true for layered nets with real outputs if f is the usual squared error between data and output. It is true in that case because the area under a gaussian is independent of the mean of the gaussian. Our derivation here is more direct than existing derivations of TLS, who apply Bayes' rule to statistical mechanics. In their treatment, the extra factor of z appears naturally. We can demonstrate the equivalence of equation 2.13 as follows. We solve equation 2.15 for the exponential and substitute it into equation 2.11
where g(w) was defined as "the average generalization of the network in Tishby et al. (1989) g(w) = /dxP(x)p(x I w ) (2.17) In a later treatment, g(w) was described as "the sample average of the likelihood" of the network (Levin et al. 1990 ). It measures how well a certain model w can be expected to explain an example drawn from F7(x).
This measure is positive and can be used to compare the performance of two models, but is not generally bounded by unity for real-valued data. ((p('") )) since we are concerned with the dependence of APP on m and z ( P ) is independent of the number of examples m. However we do not require the condition that z(P) is independent of the model w that TLS require for the Bayesian part of their argument (Tishby et al. 1989; Schwartz et al. 1990 ). However, for consistency with the existing work of Tishby, Levin, and Solla, we will use their ( ( p ( I n ) ) ) in the remainder of this report.
Analysis of an Elementary Example
In this section we theoretically analyze the problem of estimating a constant from noisy measurements. The utility of this elementary example is that it admits an analytic solution for the APP that can be compared with conventional analysis. All the relevant integrals can be computed with the identity
. I , We take the true value of the constant to be W and assume the noise to be zero mean additive gaussian of variance 1/2ru, so that the density of a measurement with value x is (3.2)
We choose a simple prior density as a gaussian with mean wo and variance 1/2r
We choose the simplest error function with a similar expression for the numerator.
3.1 Large Training Set Size. The case of many examples or little prior knowledge is interesting. Consider equations 2.22 and 3.10 for mti >> r (3.11) which climbs to an asymptotic value of ,/ti/.
for m -m. To compare this with intuition, consider that the sample mean of {XI. x2. . . . . x,,,} approaches to within a variance of 1/2mrr, so that (3.12) which makes equation 2.22 agree with equation 3.11 for large enough 11. In this sense, the statistical mechanical theory of learning differs from conventional Bayesian estimation only in its choice of an unconventional performance criterion APP.
3.2 Small Training Set Size. We can demonstrate overtraining even for this elementary example when the size of the training set m is small and the the error on the training set f T is reduced too much. It will be sufficient to consider equation 2.12 for r n~ << r so that by which equation 2.22 becomes (3.13) (3.14)
This expression for APP depends on K , which in turn depends on p, which is finally determined by the training target error ET. As a function of K , equation 3.14 exhibits a maximum at 1 2(wo -q 2 &opt = (3.15) Using equations 3.7 and 3.9, we find that the system will have the highest average prediction probability if training is stopped when the error on the training set is
which depends only on the variance of the target distribution 1/2a and the difference between the mean of the prior distribution wo and the mean of the target distribution g. Since ( E ) and ET cannot be negative, this optimum is physical only when it is positive. So when equation 3.16 is negative, training should continue to the smallest possible error, since in that case there is no danger of overtraining. Now E T ,~~~ > 0 occurs only when the error of the prior estimate for the unknown constant is larger than the width of the prior distribution. Furthermore it can occur only when m is not too large, since we have assumed mtc << r. We can therefore translate equation 3.16 into the following rule for this simplest of systems: overtraining occurs when the system is trained to too low an error (i.e., ET < E T ,~~~) on a training set that is too small (i.e., rn << r d to compensate for an initial overconfidence in the prior estimate [i.e., 
General Numerical Procedure
In this section we show how to numerically apply the theory. We can estimate the moments of equation 2.22 by the following Monte Carlo procedure. Given a data set {x;}jzy drawn from the unknown density p on domain X with finite volume V, an error function E ( X I w), a training error ET, and a prior density p(')(w) of vectors such that each w specifies a candidate model:
1. Construct two sample sets: a prior set of Np functions {wp} drawn from p(O)(w) and a set of Nu input vectors {x,,} drawn uniformly from X. For each y in the prior set and every I I in the uniform set, tabulate the error fllJ, = f(x,, I a l l , ) . For each i in the training set and every I f in the uniform set tabulate c,;, = f(x, 1 7~'~' ) .
2. Determine the sensitivity , 1 for a specified f T by solving The factor of V remains in this particular expression because each probability density is normalized to have u n i t integral over X so that the Monte Carlo expression for integral of their product retains one factor of V , the integral of X itself. A TLS theory is completely specified by a dataset {x,};=y [or the corresponding density p(x) in pattern or data space], a prior density , , ' " ' ( 7~) in 7 u space, and an error function c(x. UI) that relates xs to i"S. In this sense, learning a density is no different from learning a map. The error function c(s. zu) measures some important difference between data and model and for learning a density, the negative of the log likelihood is a natural choice. Competitive learning nets (CLNs) of the form shown schematically in Figure 1 can be trained with the algorithm of Figure 2 to "learn" the density from which a set of training examples was drawn (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986) . We consider CLNs because they are familiar and useful (Melton etal. 1992) , because there exist two widely known training strategies for CLNs [the ncurons can learn either independently or under a global interaction called conscience (DeSieno 1 988)], and because CLNs can be applied to one-dimensional problems without being too trivial. Asymptotic behavior of these nets depends on the error function F(x. 7~) in a known and useful way: the asymptotic density of neurons can be algebraically related to the target density used for training (Ritter 1991) . Competitive learning nets with conscience qualitatively change their behavior when they are trained on finite sample sets containing fewer examples than neurons; except for that regime we found the theory satisfactory.
The performance after
A CLN with k neurons is specified by a vector w of k neuron locations.
We restricted ourselves to a one-dimensional problem on the unit interval. All experiments we will present in this section were conducted on data drawn from the following one-dimensional training density: predictions to a variety of prior densities. We chose the error function
which is the distance between the sample x and location of the nearest neuron zu,. The error of several samples is the sum of the separate errors. If the samples are assumed to be independently drawn so that the joint probability of a set of samples is the product of the component probabilities, it can be shown that f is proportional to the log of the conditional probability of observing x given the CLN zu. Our chosen form for F therefore corresponds to an exponential density around each neuron (5.2) for x close enough to the ith neuron. The neurons of a trained CLN tend to cluster in regions where the data density is highest. For rn >> k >> 1, the distribution of neurons can be represented by a density that approaches a power of the density of the data (Ritter 1991) .
In Figure 3 is the average prediction probability ( for corresponding training target errors, which is compared graphically in Figure 4 with the experimentally determined errors for ttz = 20. The APP curves saturate at a value of iri that is insensitive to the prior density from which the nets are drawn. The vertical scale does depend somewhat on the prior however. Consider Figure 3 , which also shows the APP curves for the same k = 20 net with the prior density antisymmetrically skewed 177uny from the true density by the following function:
For m > 20 the slznpes of the curves are almost unchanged, even though the vertical scale is different: saturation occurs at about the same value of in. Even when the prior greatly overrepresents poor nets, their effect on the prediction rapidly diminishes with training set size. This is important because in actual training, the effect of the initial configuration is also quickly lost. For ~n < 20 the predictions are not valid in any case, since our simple error function does not reflect the actual probability even approximately for in < k in these nets. It is for m < 20 where the only significant differences between the two families of curves occur. We have also been able to draw the same conclusions from less structured prior densities generated by assigning positive normalized random numbers to intervals of the domain. In fact, we were not able to produce curves worse than those of Figure 3 . Moreover, we generally find that TLS predicts that about twice as many samples as neurons are needed to train competitive nets of other sizes.
The previous curves were produced with large total sample sets N = 1000. We subsequently reran the experiments with N = 100 with essentially identical results (we d o not plot them because the two are indistinguishable). It is reassuring that the predictions of the theory are reliable even for relatively small sample sets.
Conclusion
We have derived the TLS theory of learning using the principle of maximum entropy instead of a combination of statistical mechanics and Bayes' rule. We show that TLS can be applied generally to learning and modeling. We apply it to learning a constant and to learning a one-dimensional density in the annealed approximation of TLS. We considered the effects of varying the number of examples m, the target training error CT (or equivalently P), and the choice of prior density o(')(w). These experiments on learning a density are consistent with learning a binary output (Bilbro and Snyder 19901 , a ternary output (Chow et al. 19911 , and a continuous output (Bilbro and Klenin 1990) . We find if saturation occurs for m substantially less than the total number of available samples, say m < T/2, that in is a good predictor of sufficient training set size. Moreover there is evidence from a reformulation of the learning theory based on the grand canonical ensemble that also supports this statistical approach . For small problems the theory is very easy to use. We have no experience yet in applying the theory to large problems with more than 50 unknown weights or parameters.
The TLS theory appears promising as a predictor of sufficient training set size; however, another question remains. It is difficult to obtain large overtraining effects from this theory even though some traces of overtraining remain: The curves of Figure 3 can be made to cross for small m and poor prior. In equation 3.16 of the elementary example, it is possible to obtain a positive F T ,~~~. However, it appears that some aspects of overtraining do not survive the annealed approximation. This is consistent with the experience of other workers (Solla 1990 ).
